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Abstract
This article explores the 1824 flood in St. Petersburg by focusing on the state response to 
the flood that presented it as a tragic and natural outcome of constructing a city in a harsh 
environment. Paternal care elicited support for the regime. However, conquest of nature was 
central to the autocratic authority and the flood challenged that authority. Granite embankments 
were the primary symbol of power over nature, yet they failed to stop rising waters in 1824. 
Engineers offered modern solutions to replace embankments, but granite was essential to the 
architectural facade even as the population lost faith in granite’s ability to protect the city. The 
urban and environmental perspective demonstrates the limits of autocratic authority. Tarnished 
by the flood, the state solicited modern solutions that remained unfulfilled. Ultimately, cost and 
alteration of the imperial façade proved too much of a price to bear to prevent flood.
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Now that it has been completed, the city will not only be protected from a reoccurring nightmare, 
flooding, the environmental situation will also improve, since the remaining part of the city ring road 
will run along the levee. This is a very important event, not only for the residents of St Petersburg, but 
for all Russians who love Russia’s northern capital, this unique open-air museum of a city. Transit 
traffic will be redirected away from the city centre, which will improve the environmental situation in St 
Petersburg. Unique architectural landmarks that make us proud will be preserved, as there will be no 
trucks carrying oversize loads through the city.

—Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, at the Opening Ceremony of the  
St. Petersburg Flood Prevention Facility Complex on 12 August 2011.1

Introduction

With the opening of the massive flood prevention facility across the mouth of the Neva River in 
St. Petersburg in the summer of 2011, Russian authorities finally claimed victory over the annual 
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scourge of flooding that threatened the city since its inception in 1703. St. Petersburg, the capital 
city of the Russian Empire, was built by an enlightened state on water, not only for practical but 
also symbolic purposes that incorporated conquest of recurrent flooding into the autocratic pro-
jection of power. Conquering nature was an important aspect of the city’s construction.2 
Nonetheless, the city still flooded, providing a constant challenge to this projection of power and 
imperial authority itself. Therefore, floods in St. Petersburg, notably the disastrous November 
1824 inundation, are useful for exploring the limits of imperial authority to mitigate disaster. But 
what do floods actually tell us about St. Petersburg as a city and attempts by authorities to pre-
serve autocracy, respond to flood, and mitigate disaster?

The river Neva played an integral part in the imperial projection of power, especially the abil-
ity to control the river and protect the city from flood. However, the 1824 flood challenged this 
imperial projection of power when essential imperial symbols, such as the granite flood control 
embankments, were overrun by water. In the aftermath, the state attempted to restore faith in the 
autocracy through displays of paternal care. This meant that due to Alexander I’s Romanticism-
tinged autocracy, the state acknowledged the power of nature, which undercut the state ideology 
of conquest and control cultivated by Peter the Great (r. 1682-1725) and Catherine II (r. 1762-
96). The flood shattered Petersburg’s faith in the autocracy’s flood control measures, particularly 
the granite embankments. As a result, the state called on a cadre of officials to seek modern solu-
tions to flooding in St. Petersburg. However, officials found their efforts frustrated. The granite 
embankments had become identified with imperial power and symbolism in the city. Therefore, 
large-scale flood projects that promised to radically alter the look of the urban core were 
unrealized.

The November 7, 1824, flood occurred when a cyclone in the Baltic Sea pushed the Neva’s 
water upstream into the city. At least 700 people, probably more, perished in the flood. The 
state’s understanding of the flood and its meaning was complex. It dealt a devastating blow to a 
regime that staked its legitimacy on its ability to protect the burgeoning urban capital built in a 
hostile natural environment. The state emphasized values consistent with autocracy, such as col-
lective suffering and paternal care. Yet, the 1824 flood was a transitional moment when a new 
generation of modern, rational officials challenged the Romantic mysticism of Tsar Alexander I, 
who had encouraged rationalist solutions earlier in his regime.3 The flood spurred a drive for 
prevention and a call to update the flood defenses, including the granite embankments that had 
decayed since their installation in the late eighteenth century. The state initially sought modern 
solutions to the destructiveness of the flood, which required input from specialists whose ideas, 
relying on the latest engineering technology, may have matched imperial ambition, but remained 
unfulfilled in Imperial Russia because of costs the state was unwilling to bear. The result of these 
efforts allowed the state to present the flood as a tragic event and diminish its own culpability, 
but also demonstrated the limits to what it could actually accomplish. It was a critical moment for 
the regime as the state began to explore ways to transform its capital, the symbol of the Russian 
Empire, into a livable city.4

This article has three main sections. It begins with a brief overview of the river Neva’s role in 
the history of St. Petersburg and how it fit with the imperial vision of burgeoning urban capital 
city of the Russian Empire. The second section examines the state response to the disastrous 
1824 flood in its immediate aftermath, as state officials attempted to meet the needs of victims 
and assess the causes and damage of the flood. The third section addresses the erosion of trust in 
imperial flood defenses and the need for more ambitious flood control projects.

Imperial Vision and the Neva as an Urban River

The history of rivers and human interaction has been the history of humans seeking to impose 
their will on rivers. From Roman bridge and canal building to modern hydraulic projects, 
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engineers have imposed technological visions on rivers to make them usable as sites of trans-
port, labor, and energy production.5 These efforts intensified with Dutch and Italian engineer-
ing of the Renaissance, but saw its most incisive intervention in the Enlightenment concept of 
the “Ideal” river, which dominated river engineering until the twentieth century. Scholars 
Christine Meisner Rosen and Joel Tarr provide an interpretative framework for studying 
emerging urban environments in places where residents lived amid “nature that threatened 
their lives, their built environments, and the urban ecosystems they had created.”6 Because 
the city was built on the swampy environs of a river, St. Petersburg is an ideal site for examin-
ing the environmental and urban factors that shaped social and political life in the city. Within 
this framework, the city and its water are agents in the creation of meanings, working with 
and against human actors. As Alan Gordon argued, public spaces—gardens, embankments, 
rivers, and canals—are not just for relaxation but for conflict over a construction of the urban 
environment.7

Early nineteenth-century St. Petersburg was a city where authorities, who brought the best 
European architects and specialists to solve its natural challenges, projected imperial majesty and 
order. In 1814, the poet K.N. Batiushkov articulated what architects, officials, and city planners 
hoped to achieve in the imperial capital of St. Petersburg. “Whoever hasn’t been in Petersburg in 
the last twenty years,” the poet wrote, “will not, of course, recognize it, that to see this new city 
. . . such unity! How each part responds to the whole! Such beautiful buildings, such taste, and on 
the whole such variety that comes from the blending of water with the buildings!”8 Scholars have 
parsed the elements of Batiushkov’s quote, but in doing so have focused more on the buildings 
than the water. While Petersburg’s architecture and infrastructure have attracted serious attention 
from scholars, water and the role of the Neva in the imperial façade has remained understudied.9 
Even James Bater’s monumental and path-breaking work, St. Petersburg: Industrialization and 
Change (1976), focuses on the historical development of spaces between the rivers and canals of 
the city, rather than directly on authorities’ engagement with the river itself.10 Julie Buckler’s 
Mapping St. Petersburg (2005) argues that the middle spaces between palace and slum did much 
to create meaning in the city, but is still primarily concerned with literary meanings attached to 
the built environment. As poet, critic, and Petersburg native Joseph Brodsky noted, this architec-
tural façade has been under constant threat from an environment reclaiming its natural features. 
According to Brodsky,

On the whole the sentiment about nature returning someday to reclaim its usurped property, yielded once 
under human assault, has its logic here. It derives from the long history of floods that have ravaged this 
city, from the city’s palpable, physical proximity to the sea. Even though the trouble never goes beyond 
the Neva’s jumping out of her granite straitjacket, the very sight of those massive leaden wads of clouds 
rushing in on the city from the Baltic makes the inhabitants weary with anxieties that are always there 
anyway. . . . On such days, you recall that there are no dikes around the city and that you are literally 
surrounded by this fifth column of canals and tributaries; that you are practically living on an island, one 
of the 101 of them.11

In the nineteenth century, the only thing standing in the way of nature’s reclamation proj-
ect was the city’s granite embankments, and the autocratic state that built them. The 1824 
flood sheds light on why massive flood projects of the kind recently opened by the Putin 
regime never came to fruition despite crumbling embankments and detailed flood control 
plans. Initially constructed as flood defense, the embankments became increasingly identified 
with the imperial façade and the state’s ability to maintain the line between built environment 
and flooded city. While engineers proffered modern flood control projects, they instead found 
themselves plugging proverbial fingers in the dike to preserve a key symbol of the autocratic 
state. Why did the state devote such energy to a synthesis of state power and the river Neva?
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What makes the Neva significant beyond its environmental and geographical features is its 
relationship to the city and government of St. Petersburg, the pre-revolutionary capital of the 
Russian empire. Its primary role in history was as a symbol of autocratic and cultural power. The 
city’s founder, Peter the Great, envisioned himself as a Roman conqueror.12 Like the great Roman 
engineers of antiquity, he hoped to place his stamp on the environment at the Neva Bay, declar-
ing Russia to be both western and an empire. Control of the river Neva was central to the auto-
cratic rulers of Russia after Peter I and the Neva was never allowed to flow organically to the sea.

Catherine II (r. 1762–1796) considered Russia European.13 As such, she pursued dialogue 
with leading French Enlightenment thinkers who could promote Russia as a European state, 
which introduced foreign technology and enlightenment ideas to the imperial vision. The Neva 
played a central role in this imperial façade. According to historian Evgenii Anisimov, the built 
environment in conjunction with the “pomp of the urban waterscapes of the Neva were the archi-
tectural symbols of the Russian Empire with its boundless spaces beneath an unbounded sky.”14 
As historian Marc Cioc has shown, “river engineering was central to the state-building process” 
of European empires.15 This was important in St. Petersburg after 1800, when the city population 
soared from 220,000 to 425,000 between 1800 and 1825. The geographic features of the Neva 
delta on which St. Petersburg is situated posed a very specific set of hydrologic challenges. For 
a century after its construction, engineers drained swamps and encased the central banks of the 
city in granite. These modifications aimed to satisfy three related goals common to river engi-
neering. The first was to separate the city from the river’s flood plain, second was to limit 
embankment erosion, and third, limit flood damage.16

As a result of its geographic features and location in Russia, the Neva became an urban river 
by the early nineteenth century. Like many urban rivers, the Neva is a multipurpose river, but it 
is not a major source of irrigation or site of industrial production like other major European riv-
ers. Unlike many of its European counterparts, the Neva is not an alpine river, nor is it an inter-
national river. Many, such as the Rhine, are international rivers forming and crossing many 
borders on their way to the sea. While Marc Cioc notes that the Rhine River is “puny” at 1,250 
km in length, the Neva is a fraction of that, some 70 km from its source at Lake Ladoga to its 
egress at the Gulf of Finland. Even rivers that have strong associations with urban environments, 
such as the Thames (London), the Seine (Paris), and the Danube (Vienna), flow hundreds of 
kilometers through areas with other major stakeholders. Nor does the Neva compare with much 
else of Russia’s hydrologic empire. The Volga, known as “Russia’s river,” is long at almost 
3,700 km and has served as commercial and transport purpose for centuries. The Neva is con-
nected to the Volga and the water networks of Russia by virtue of being chosen as the site of 
Peter the Great’s capital. Unlike Paris, where the Seine became a “national waterway,” signifi-
cant beyond Paris, the Neva could not assume that position so long as the Volga captured the 
Russian imagination. The Volga was everything that the Neva was not: long, calm, economically 
significant, and central to Russian mythology as the “mother river.” While the Neva has flowed 
from Lake Ladoga to the Gulf of Finland from time immemorial, one cannot think of St. 
Petersburg without thinking of the Neva. Currently, approximately two-thirds of the river’s 
length is wholly contained within the city of St. Petersburg, the result of three centuries of inten-
sive growth. Engagement and modification of the Neva in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
was most intense and concentrated at St. Petersburg. While there are a scattering of settlements 
along the banks between Ladoga and Petersburg, the city’s residents lay exclusive claim to the 
river. The Neva is Petersburg’s river. For these reasons, and the Neva’s identification with the 
capital city, we can understand the Neva as an urban river.

City planners in the early eighteenth century plotted the center of the city along the Neva in 
the shadow of the Peter and Paul Fortress, before transferring the political and commercial center 
to the opposite bank, along the Nevskii Prospect.17 They built the city around the five main 
waterways of the Neva within the limits of the city, the Bol’shaia Neva, the Malaia Neva, the 
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Bol’shaia Nevka, the Malaia Nevka, and the Fontanka River. As a consequence, the city was 
prone to flood when the storms in the Gulf of Finland backed water up-river. As a result of these 
near-yearly inundations, residents came to accept flooding as a consequence of living in St. 
Petersburg.18 There was the illusory belief that despite small-scale yearly inundations, the water 
existed in a state of “controlled naturalness,” especially since it had been almost fifty years since 
the last catastrophic event in 1777. Still, nature and the river Neva threatened the city daily, 
despite efforts to reduce them to a “daily annoyance.”

The flood of 1824 demonstrated that the city fell far short of the imperial vision of grandeur 
described by Batiushkov.19 The imperial facades, stone prospects, and granite embankments 
were false fronts for a city of wooden homes more reminiscent of the “Big Village” of Moscow 
than of the imperial capitals of Western Europe. In the high imperial period “classical facades 
and low gates hid the chaos of life from the eye of power,” Alexander Etkind noted, “courtyards 
contained the real economy of storage, stables, workshops, outhouses, sewage systems, and huge 
piles of firewood.”20 These are the spaces the imperial regime, in the words of Etkind, “culti-
vate,” and it is these spaces that saw most of the devastation from floods. The disaster of 1824, 
in combination with the coercive construction of the city, comprises a central tenet of what 
makes St. Petersburg, according to N.P. Antsiferov, “a city of tragic imperialism.”21

Restoring Imperial Vision: Postflood Paternal Care in a 
Modernizing World

While residents endured poor artificial environments, the state needed to project and highlight 
the theme of dominance over nature as an essential aspect of imperial power and mystique. The 
flood of 1824 demonstrated the limits of imperial power in the capital. “Floods have [always] 
inundated the capital,” editorialized Russkie Vedomosti in 1863, “but the flood of 1824 remains 
in our memory a terrible disaster.”22 The threat of flood was a constant presence in their lives, and 
as the traveler J.G. Kohl pointed out, “the poor inhabitants are thus in constant danger, and can 
seldom be certain that within the next twenty-four hours, [whether] the whole 500,000 of them 
will not be swept at once into a watery grave.”23 On the eve of the 1824 flood, residents, inured 
to the danger of floods because of yearly inundations, went about their evening activities, wary 
of the weather and its potential danger, even gathering to watch the water rise. By early morning, 
a cyclonic weather pattern in the Baltic Sea began to push the Neva’s water back up-river, over-
whelming the city’s flood defenses. The water made first landfall on Vasilevskii Island around 
10:00 a.m. Most residents on this part of the island lived in a typical Petersburg wooden home 
with a stone foundation. Before long, Smolensk Field, the large area separating the “wild” envi-
rons of the capital from the straight line streets and the built environment to the east was inun-
dated.24 By 3:00 p.m. water had reached approximately 3 km (1.8 miles) from Galernaia Harbor, 
where the flood first made landfall five hours earlier. The rising water caused confusion and 
panic, catching many people unaware.25 The Neva, “infuriated” according to one account, pre-
sented the strange sight of barges, logs, structures, and other debris being carried upriver from 
Vasilevskii Island to the village of Okhta in the Vyborg district.26 Bridges and embankments, 
symbols of Russia’s modernity, crumbled under water pressure. Even though the water receded, 
people were still in danger. The weather was freezing in the night, and many who could not find 
adequate shelter did not survive.

The flood exposed the demographic dimensions of the capital as defined by the state.27 
Although recent estimates put the capital’s 1825 population at 425,000, state official Samuil 
Aller estimated that 449,307 people resided in the city on the first of November. Approximately 
28 percent of residents were women, while 49 percent of the whole could be classified as peas-
ants and serfs, and 14 percent were people of mixed rank.28 While modern accounts indicate that 
700 people died during the flood, Aller noted that authorities recorded 3,625 deaths (1,155 of 
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them women) for the month of November. This suggests that disease, later blamed on a spring-
time influx of workers from the provinces, was already at work in the city.

As the water receded, state and society were left to interpret the event and put meaning to their 
experiences. The flood challenged the authority of the state’s conquest mythology and the belief 
in the autocracy to protect its subjects. In order to affirm that the capital was a safe and livable 
city, the autocracy portrayed the flood as a “tragic event,” while at the same time using the flood 
as demonstration of the Tsar’s paternal care for his people. The conquest mythology was rooted 
in Enlightenment thinking, but Alexander I’s form of Romantic autocracy meant that the state 
needed to acknowledge the power of nature, restore faith in its ability to manage the natural envi-
ronment and provide care in the aftermath of the tragedy.

After the flood, the state was consumed with two primary functions that reflected the contra-
dictions of an autocratic state with modern pretensions: to demonstrate paternal care on the one 
hand, and the urge to “know” what happened and someday prevent subsequent floods of such 
scale on the other. The state succeeded in creating a visible presence in the city and mobilizing 
relief efforts, but using the knowledge gained from study of the flood was haphazard. The state 
responded to the catastrophe with pragmatism to categorize people, prioritize aid, acquire knowl-
edge of conditions, and to implement a plan for future response.

Historian Richard Wortman convincingly argued that Tsar Alexander I presented himself as a 
better kind of humble mortal, rather than a godlike emperor with divine right as his predecessors 
had done.29 Alexander considered Moscow to be the “holy” symbol of his empire, but the 
Petersburg flood allowed Alexander to display these qualities in his westernized imperial capital. 
Alexander toured the city, as he believed that his appearance before the public alleviated the suf-
fering of the populace. In essence, he reclaimed the city. The flood allowed the Tsar to symboli-
cally demonstrate his autocratic authority in a direct way and on a mass scale. The Tsar was 
visible in the streets of Petersburg, where he “displayed care and condolence to the fatherland 
over the fate of the victims and became their Comforting Angel.”30 After the flood, the Tsar tire-
lessly toured the affected streets of the capital amid the mud and debris. In Samuil Aller’s 1826 
account, the people, upon seeing Alexander on these tours, and witnessing these displays, 
“appealed to their monarch and, it seems, they forgot their sorrow and irretrievable losses from 
this disaster.”31 While the state was capable of mobilizing short-term aid, it was difficult to effec-
tively implement any long-term solutions to flooding except for symbolic displays of power.

Alexander visited particularly devastated areas “[with] new examples appearing everywhere 
of his . . . sympathy, and compassion toward his subjects.”32 On the November 11, Alexander 
visited the Smolensk cemetery on Vasilevskii Island. Told that the water reached over ten feet 
there, he responded simply, “I am your protector.”33 Anecdotes such as these, offered after the 
Tsar’s death in 1825, sought to preserve the Tsar’s image as one of strength and compassion in 
the face of adversity. Perhaps Alexander hoped to be remembered differently than Catherine II, 
who was depicted in engravings as Minerva, protecting the city and emerging victorious over the 
flood of 1777. Alexander’s form of romanticized autocracy failed to measure up against Peter I’s 
pernicious, yet robust, autocracy, or Catherine’s enlightened absolutism. The initiative that led to 
the creation of the imperial city and its mythos under Peter, symbolized by Falconet’s Bronze 
Horseman, as well as the momentum that brought the essential granite features to the river banks 
by 1800 under Catherine, was exhausted in Alexander’s reign. After the previous decade’s 
Napoleonic invasion and war that consumed resources and energy, the perceived weakness of 
Alexandrine autocracy was acute in the face of flood. Indeed, Alexander came to see the flood as 
a sign of his failure as Tsar.

While publicly Alexander sought to be displayed as the “comforting angel,” his tears signify-
ing both comfort and failure long remembered in the literature, the Tsar’s decisive actions after 
the flood counter that mythology. In 1824, the Tsar saw and was seen. Aller, in his hagiographic 
account, suggests this alone was enough to bring calm to the people. Alexander was deeply 
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moved, and this is not to suggest otherwise. Beneath his watchful eye and his imperially staged 
appearance, stark realities confronted authorities. People lacked essentials such as food, clothing, 
and shelter, and disease was already beginning to spread. The Tsar took quick, concrete action 
after the flood to reassert autocratic authority and control over the natural devastation that had 
momentarily rendered the autocratic government powerless. The Tsar mobilized relief efforts, 
placed the city under tripartite martial control and formed ad hoc committees to direct relief 
efforts. While the primary task of the relief effort was to provide food, clothes, and shelter for the 
victims, Alexander’s thoughts immediately turned to the restoration of order and reconstruction 
in terms both social (human) and the material (property). The Tsar placed Governor-General 
M.A. Miloradovich in charge of the immediate recovery process, and under his command 
Adjutant General A.K. Benkendorff on Vasilevskii Island, Adjutant General E.F. Komarovskii 
on the Petersburg Side, and Adjutant General N.I. Depreradovich on the Vyborg Side.34 Alexander 
directed the Minister of Finance to provide 100,000 rubles for use by this triumvirate.35

Count E.F. Komarovskii took charge of the Petersburg Side, an area of the city characterized 
by the wooden construction of the buildings, in contrast to the stone buildings of the city center. 
Komarovskii was particularly concerned because the district was home to many of the city’s 
poor, who dwelled in single-story wooden buildings.36 In the village of Kotovskaia he observed, 
“many ramshackle houses were destroyed entirely.” From his estimation, the flood had killed 
180 people at that site alone.37 More fortunate residents across the river in the Admiralty district 
lived on upper floors of stone structures and suffered less damage.

On November 11, four days after the flood, Alexander exercised his penchant for extralegal 
committees in creating the Kurakin Committee for aid and recovery. The Tsar marshaled the 
expected figures from military, police, and religious institutions to fill the committee. The Tsar 
issued a rescript to A.B. Kurakin that suggests the limits of the existing state system in the face 
of disorder. He asked the extralegal committee to fill a necessary function, as there was no exist-
ing state institution that could do so. In particular, decisions needed to be made about the proper 
disbursement of aid. Because “the authorities cannot recompense every expense of that disas-
trous day,” Alexander charged Kurakin’s committee with determining how to best distribute that 
aid, while at the same time emphasizing the care of the Tsar.38 The Tsar indicated that only the 
most ruined and indigent were to receive aid first. The committee was tasked with providing 
food, clothing, and shelter to as many as 16, 000 people.39 The gentry of Moscow and the Senate 
in Finland offered philanthropic aid. The committee also distributed food and aid provided by the 
gentry.40 Already thinking of Alexander’s legacy, Aller remarked, “posterity will cement this 
lofty monument of his love toward his subjects.”41 The Tsar also extended “paternal care” and 
“Christian kindness” by distributing direct aid from the imperial family. The emperor himself led 
the subscription drive to raise money for the victims. In this sense, the flood allowed the Tsar and 
the nobility to demonstrate their positions vis-à-vis nonelites, reinforcing existing social divi-
sions in the capital and reaffirming autocracy.

The manner in which the state distributed aid at Vasilevskii Island demonstrates the flood’s 
financial effect on this highly stratified city of ranks. Altogether the state identified 10,176 per-
sons (totaling 3,399 families) requiring aid on the island.42 By far, the largest group affected was 
the “people of mixed rank,” with nearly 1,400 families requiring assistance.43 These families 
received direct monetary aid. Count A. K. Benkendorff, the official in charge of relief on the 
island, noted that aid was based on immediate need, not on the total amount of losses requiring 
compensation. The committee considered categories of financial aid, clothing, food, medicine, 
shelter, cows, and miscellaneous expenses, in that order. All expenses were to be approved by the 
committee before disbursement.44 A significant sum went to families who lost cattle in the flood, 
illustrating the delicate balance in the city between rural and urban areas. According to Aller, 
3,600 horses, bulls, and cows drowned in the flood.45 Benkendorff reported that more than a 
thousand people on the island drew a significant amount of their sustenance from cows.46 With 
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that, the city lost a significant source of milk and food after the flood.47 The property tally reveals 
a stunning amount of damage on the island of those least able to recover without aid, which 
included notations for fences, gates, and larders, in addition to roofs, sewers, and bridges. People 
looked to the state to provide these services after the flood, even if imperial officials felt helpless 
amid the staggering amount of damage.

The most revealing aspects of the state’s short-term response are the traces that run counter to 
Alexander’s paternalism. These documents show a modern government counting, categorizing, 
and ordering. State-generated documents chronicle the government response in the days follow-
ing the flood, informing our understanding of how the state responded to reassert authority. Once 
the water had marked the built environment with its power, the Tsar’s bureaucrats emerged to 
record it, categorize it, and reorganize it as precisely as possible in order to recover the imperial 
vision painstakingly created since the reign of Peter the Great. Street by street, members of vari-
ous committees fanned out to record the damage. Aller cited 258 distinct damaged locations 
alone. Officials recorded the water level on every street and the specific damage to specific build-
ings. Literary scholar Stephen Lessing Baehr described the transformation of the sacred paradise 
myth in Russian literature of the eighteenth century into a secular culture with sacred dressing by 
the nineteenth century.48 A similar transformation occurred in attitudes toward the city after 
1824. According to historian K.S. Pomeranets, the response to the flood of 1824 served as a 
departure from previous floods in that authorities and witnesses both became more interested in 
numbers of killed and injured, as well as damage reports.49 The state formed committees with the 
sole task of inventorying damages and estimating costs. Archival documents seem to confirm 
Pomeranets’s assertion that 1824 was distinctive in that people became obsessed with counting 
and calculating damage.

Detailed lists of broken windows, fences, doors, roofs, floors, and ruined furnaces fill reports 
requesting aid. Like aid committees, these committees were formed in the immediate aftermath 
of the flood and were concerned with property. Each church sent a report in to the committee 
detailing the damage at its locale, and requesting monies to fix the damage. A committee at each 
site, which generally included an “architect,” compiled detailed reports of the damage. Archival 
sources show that there was significant structural damage to church buildings on Vasilevskii 
Island, the Petersburg Side, and outlying areas. These document show officials weighing the 
costs and benefits of maintaining structures and foundations close to the river. After the flood, it 
seemed that it was easier to think about relocation rather than repairing foundations washed out 
in the flood. These decisions were made on a case-by-case basis. In one case, a church near the 
bank on the Petersburg Side suffered damage so severe that officials began to speculate about 
relocating the church, attributing all of the damage to its low-lying position.50 Future floods 
would continue to attack the exposed foundation of the building, making repair efforts moot 
unless larger flood controls were in place. Yet, officials determined that another church, situated 
approximately forty feet from an embankment, could remain at its location so long as structural 
improvements were made to the embankment itself.51 Other churches requested that the state 
replace plates, books, and candles.52 The author suggested that even if no monetary aid was forth-
coming, the church would be satisfied if the structure was repaired.53 Yet, asking for recompense 
was no guarantee of payment. Officials were skeptical of one church official, who requested 
almost 23,000 rubles in aid. The church received only 490.54 These reports of church damage add 
to our overall image of a city divided between wooden and stone structures. Aller claimed that 
462 buildings were destroyed, most likely the wooden domiciles of the peasants. There was 
external damage to more than two thousand structures, the bulk of which were the stone houses 
of the more fortunate, Church property, and state buildings. Bureaucrats in the employ of the 
imperial regime categorized and defined the city and created an ordered vision of the imperial 
center. It was a quintessential modern moment. This army of state officials did more to reassert 
control after the flood by naming and counting than did the symbolic tour of the Tsar.
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The second main tactic the state used in response to the flood was to gain scientific under-
standing of how floods occurred in St. Petersburg. In addition to St. Petersburg, there had been 
flooding throughout Europe on the Rhine, Mosel, and Rhone in the autumn of 1824. The flood 
occurred during a period of relative warming in Europe, including St. Petersburg, which may 
account for the severity of the flood and the significant rise in water levels above normal.55 At the 
behest of Benkendorff, F.F. Schubert considered these events as he weighed evidence on the 
cause of the Petersburg inundation. For Schubert, floods on those rivers could be explained 
because of their origins in the Swiss Alps and because of greater volumes of water that flowed 
downstream. But what of the Neva, which flowed “calmly out of Lake Ladoga”?56 Finding that 
the Neva could be the exception that proved the rule of the floods in Western Europe, Schubert 
theorized that all the flood events were connected by a complex system of storms that began far 
off in the North Sea and North Atlantic. Schubert informed Benkendorff in his report, “there 
must have been a few days of ferocious storms with westerly winds that drove the water [east].” 
Yet, even that was insufficient in itself for causing the flood in St. Petersburg, Schubert con-
cluded, for a confluence of storms was required to cause a flood of this magnitude. A second 
storm, this time in the Gulf of Finland, would be necessary to raise the water to such a level. 
Schubert was certain that his hypothesis was correct, for “the shipwrecks on the shores of Great 
Britain, Germany and Scandinavia” testified to the power of a storm that could cause such dam-
age as the inundation of Petersburg. “In all probability, many years will pass, perhaps fifty, 
before Providence allows the coincidence of all of the above-mentioned circumstances to occur, 
and a misfortune like this one to happen.” Schubert’s scientific conclusion supported the smaller-
scale defense plans of later city officials. As a result, authorities walked a fine line between 
powerlessness in the face of flood and the power of the autocracy to prevent the destruction that 
floods cause.

Cracks in the Granite: Flood Prevention and the Weakness of 
the Imperial Vision

The 1824 flood shattered faith in the autocratic regime’s ability to protect the city and demon-
strated that infrastructure needed reconstruction.57 For years, citizens had witnessed the construc-
tion of the granite embankments that served as important defensive fortifications against floods. 
The embankments not only reinforced the riverbanks, but also the idea of safety and order and 
became an important symbol in the city’s facade.58 The granite sidings, initiated amid a spate of 
floods in the 1760s became an urgent and central component of Catherine-era flood control after 
the 1777 inundation before being completed in the 1790s. The project seemed successful after 
significant flood events declined after 1777. Although scholar M.N. Virolainen has argued that 
for the eighteenth and much of the nineteenth century, the water of the Neva was identified as a 
“tool of God and an instrument of punishment,” it seems clear that residents may have been lulled 
into a false sense of security because of the embankments and lack of significant flood events 
between 1777 and 1824.59 Evidence provides a comprehensive picture of floods in the St. 
Petersburg area from 1691 to 2010, including data for each flood, climate data, and water levels. 
There were three significant floods in the remainder of Catherine’s reign, one in October 1781 
and two in October 1788. In The Big Muddy, Christopher Morris describes the interplay between 
land and water and efforts to separate the Mississippi “from its floodplain,” where the river 
existed in a “state of suspended animation.”60 A similar process unfolded in St. Petersburg, but 
officials sought to have it both ways by separating the river from its floodplain and integrating 
the river into the overall architectural plan of the urban core.61 In 1836, as traveler Leitch Ritchie 
strolled along the granite promenade on the river’s left bank, he echoed Batiushkov’s sentiment 
about the interplay of water and imperial infrastructure. Taking a boat into the river, he remarked 
how “this glorious river is perhaps the only object in St. Petersburg whose beauty and grandeur 
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are wholly unmixed with meanness and bad taste.”62 Yet, Ritchie’s admiration for the city hints 
at the quandary that faced the state after 1824. For Ritchie, “the granite quays . . . seem to be 
proof that the architects of the city received a peculiar influence from the genius of the Neva, and 
were afraid to approach the stream with anything fantastic or ignoble.”63 The “proof” of genius 
is in actuality reluctance by the state to pay for more serious flood control projects, even as the 
granite weakened. Granite provided the veneer of control, and became an essential feature of the 
imperial capital, but large parts of the city remained without them. While visually stunning, the 
“granite straitjacket” in poet Joseph Brodsky’s phrase, was already a relic of the eighteenth 
century.

Control of the river was central to the state’s grand image and its awesome display of power. 
But once granite became associated with the imperial image of the city, it also limited the choices 
authorities were willing to make about large-scale flood control projects. The British traveler 
Thomas Raikes observed in 1829, as “wonderful as the construction of this city has been—in 
defiance even of the laws of Nature—its foundation, established upon massive piles, and by arti-
ficial drainage, may still be considered precarious.”64 The state committee responsible for draft-
ing the ultimate state report on the 1824 flood, headed by V.N. Berkh, noted that other 
infrastructure crumbled as well. “Many parts of the city have been paved,” the Berkh committee 
noted in 1826, “but many stone street surfaces are already eighty years old.”65 The committee 
recommended that these be repaved every two years. Despite attempts to integrate water into the 
city’s façade, the lesson the 1824 flood emphasized for St. Petersburg officials was that they 
could not have it both ways. Water and land should not mix, yet the conquering narrative 
remained important, even as the state chose pragmatism and disengaged from the river. The river 
played an essential role in the visual panorama of the city that had to be balanced with the natural 
flow of the river toward the sea, and with a rising population that frayed the edges of the imperial 
façade. Thus, the flood signaled to the state that renewed action was necessary to make the city 
livable.

But what kind of action was necessary? The population surge from 1800 to 1825 meant that 
floods promised to be more damaging than ever before and that updated defenses were critical. 
Alexander I continued to engage the French, even as Russia fought a war with Napoleon. 
Engineers sent to Russia by agreement with France after 1807 brought engineering principles 
based in the Enlightenment.66 Engineers offered St. Petersburg what Mark Cioc called an “ideal” 
river. In Cioc’s definition, the perfect river is really a canal, a waterway that is easily controlled 
and does not flood.67 However, in St. Petersburg the threat came from the sea rather than upstream, 
which meant that control of water was much more difficult. A nineteenth-century Russian 
scholar, I.I. Pushkarev, noted that already in the early 1820s, the nascent engineering school, The 
Institute of Transport Engineers, that trained students for a variety of engineering projects called 
for “a wider circle for its useful actions,” including river engineering.68

Within three months of the disastrous 1824 flood, Alexander I had received five detailed 
flood-control proposals from engineers, identifying points most likely to flood. Authorities, 
aware of the danger, had considered flood control projects from the earliest days of construction. 
In 1727, Danish engineer Burkhardt von Minikh (1683–1767) had suggested the construction of 
a dam across the mouth of the Neva Delta in an effort to thwart floods. These and other projects 
were never fully developed, and authorities instead opted to construct granite embankments in 
the city to limit the damage caused when water eroded earthen embankments. One area prone to 
floods was on the seaward end of Vasilevskii Island, near the area surrounding the harbor at 
Galernaia. According to geographer Aleksei Grech, the locale was well known around St. 
Petersburg because of “its low-lying position,” which meant the harbor “suffers floods during the 
slightest rise of the water.”69 To combat floods, imperial authorities constructed an earthen wall 
across the face of the island.70 Despite the flood wall, imperial authorities were reluctant to invest 
in the area and imperial development concentrated elsewhere. In any case, the wall was no match 
for the flood of 1824, when water levels reached upwards of fourteen feet.
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It was a frustrating moment for engineers, who hoped to make an early statement about their 
potential role in managing the infrastructure in the city, but their projects remained unrealized.71 
Two of the major projects put forward required solutions that would drastically alter the facades 
of the city, as well as the blend of city and water noted by Batiushkov in 1814. One project 
renewed Minikh’s call for a barrier across the river at the edge of the city, calling for builders to 
go further and build dams across the various river channels. Damming off the Neva at all of these 
points would require the construction of a new outlet for the river to reach the sea and the plan 
advocated the construction of “a special canal along the Vyborg Side.”72 The engineer Pierre 
Bazaine (1786–1838), a French engineer resident in Russia since 1807, had a similar, but more 
radical, idea, to construct a large dam at Kronstadt, the island at the mouth of the Neva, home to 
a customs house and the Baltic Fleet.73 The dam would connect each side of the Gulf of Finland’s 
shoreline. Bazaine called for the construction of stone locks across the island to allow for the 
passage of ships, both to the sheltered side of the island and up the Neva into the city.74 In a sepa-
rate report included in the Berkh documents, G. Tychinkin concluded that flooding threatened 
nearly every spot in St. Petersburg. Therefore, he suggested that the “fundamental” solution was 
to build more canals in order to redistribute the amount of pressure and water on the city at any 
given time.75 At the time, engineers clearly expected that they could apply technological innova-
tions to protect the city, but Alexander refused to act on the projects because of cost. Instead 
officials promoted smaller-scale solutions outlined by Berkh’s committee.

Alexander favored neither the radical transformation of Peter’s project, nor seemed ready to 
move on the exorbitant expense of large-scale flood control projects. In short, it seemed that a 
window of opportunity had been missed. Alexander’s successor, Nicholas I (r. 1825–1855), hav-
ing studied engineering in school, was suspicious of engineers. In breathing new life into the 
autocracy and strengthening the royal hand, Nicholas limited the kinds of large-scale projects 
engineers dreamed of creating for the Neva. As a result, the flood of 1824 is not a story of engi-
neering triumph after tragedy as one might expect, but instead a story of unfulfilled engineering 
ambition. Indeed, Berkh’s committee offered a number of modest recommendations that proved 
more attractive and less costly when they were issued in 1826, a year after Alexander’s death. 
Not only would buildings need to be raised, but so would streets and sidewalks. Engineers sug-
gested using soil from canal and pipe installation projects around the city, noting that this recy-
cled soil could be “used to raise the streets and sidewalks.”76 The committee bemoaned the 
amount of trash in the city that posed a hazard during the flood. “It is true that trash from many 
buildings was removed [before the flood], but this trash was not removed from the city, and could 
be converted to raise lower parts [of the city].”77 In 1833, city authorities addressed the flood 
issue again. Rather than focus on costly prophylactic measures to prevent floods entirely, author-
ities accepted that flood was a constant threat to the city. In November, the state codified the 
city’s response by issuing a set of decrees that instructed officials and residents precisely what to 
do before, during, and after a flood. Red flags and cannon fire would notify residents of rising 
water and when residents with low-lying residences were to seek safety. During floods, strategi-
cally located oarsmen would provide boats for rescue, codifying something that happened natu-
rally in the 1824 flood. Finally, specific barracks around the city would be made available as 
evacuation points during the flood, and for dislocated residents.78 Alexander’s successors adopted 
these modest policies, even as engineers advocated more dramatic solutions.

Foreign travelers were quick to incorporate themes of flood danger in their accounts, particu-
larly when it supported their negative views of Russian rulers. This became common after 1824, 
as nature and weather figured prominently in travel accounts and fiction about St. Petersburg, as 
do fears of disaster.79 Scholars have shown that prior to 1824, these texts celebrated imperial 
ambition and conquest of nature, but afterwards, began for the first time to portray autocracy and 
St. Petersburg in a negative light.80 No source was more critical or influential than Alexander 
Pushkin’s The Bronze Horseman. Pushkin’s poem was but one voice, albeit a dominant one 
known to residents and foreign travelers alike, among a whole range of rhetorical accounts of the 
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flood.81 The poem, written in October 1833 just weeks before the state passed its decree on 
floods, circulated widely before posthumous publication in 1837. Pushkin attacked the Petrine 
conquest ideology of imposing control on nature, arguing that it doomed the city and its inhabit-
ants to suffer, and ultimately succumb. Ritchie depicted the Neva as dangerous and potentially 
tragic to its inhabitants. On the eve of the 1834 consecration of the Alexander Column in honor 
of the late Tsar, whose life was marked by the two worst floods to strike Petersburg, the river was 
the cause of great concern. “Much anxiety and uncertainty had prevailed in St. Petersburg,” the 
traveler remembered, for

it seemed as if heaven itself was about to interpose. The beautiful, but terrible Neva, forced back by the 
waters of the Gulf of Finland, had risen upon her granite quays, and threatened once again to devour the 
city which so often before had been the victim of her wrath. The alarm-cannon were fired . . . [but] [t]he 
Neva . . . was more placable than on former occasions; her swollen waters retired majestically.”82

Here, there is a tacit recognition that the granite banks could fail to protect the city and only the 
Neva’s natural retirement saved the city from disaster. While observing the city in August 1839, 
the Marquis de Custine took note of the empty streets, for many of its inhabitants left the city in 
that month. Already viewing the city with disfavor, he decided, “Petersburg is to be drowned, 
then. Mankind has fled and the waters are returning to take possession of the marsh. This time 
nature has overcome the efforts of human ingenuity.”83 Here, Custine too echoed Pushkin’s sen-
timent that Petersburg was in and of itself folly, as it “was a city founded beneath the sea.”84 
Writing in 1840, ethnographer I.I. Pushkarev demonstrated that Petersburg residents did not take 
the placid water of the Neva for granted, but showed how residents had normalized flood risk. At 
the same time, Pushkarev acknowledged that current flood protections were inadequate. “Floods 
happen quickly and disastrously,” he wrote, and the river can “rapidly burst from its banks.”85 
Pushkarev noted that scarcely a year or two passed without a flood and pointed out that 
Petersburgers had learned the general pattern of the water’s path. “Not every space in the city 
suffers this disaster,” he wrote,

The fourth Admiralty, Peterburgskaia, Vasil’evskaia and Narvskaia sections, especially the coastal 
places of the latter two, more often suffer losses from [the floods], but on the other hand, the Liteinaia, 
Rozhdestvenskaia, Karetnaia, Okhtinskaia and the greater part of the Vyborgskaia and Moscovskaia 
remain outside the area of high danger, even in the time of considerably high waters.86

Pushkarev optimistically predicted a future in which Petersburgers would conquer the river. 
“Take notice,” he wrote, “the subsequent floods in Petersburg (beginning, perhaps, in a few cen-
turies) will be without danger, for with every year, the elevation of the city rises from rubbish, 
stone, and sand . . . and with reconstructed buildings, the paving of streets, and ballast from 
abroad.”87 In the long term, large-scale flood control projects were deemed excessive financial 
burdens and were inconsistently financed. Engineers hoping for support for projects from a Tsar 
trained in engineering were disappointed. When the city might have benefited most from the 
expertise of new engineering techniques during a reign that witnessed twenty-six significant 
floods in thirty years, engineers were prevented from such grand projects. Even as the granite 
ceased to be an effective barrier against significant floods, it remained an essential part of the 
regime’s conquest of nature scenario, and as such, something to be maintained.

The 1824 flood became a permanent marker and reminder of the power of nature in the city’s 
history. The city leadership ordered lines of red paint to record the height of water on every street, 
and a brass plate was installed at the Peter and Paul Fortress and other locations indicating high-
water marks.88 In 1844, when Kohl observed the watermarks he noted, “in every street the high-
est point attained by the water is marked by a line on the side of the houses.” These marks 
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accomplished several purposes. They allowed a viewer who heard cannon shots warning of 
floods that they were in an area of high danger and should evacuate. They also reminded viewers 
that the granite edifice, like the autocratic façade of the city, did not offer complete protection 
from flood. Finally, they also reminded residents of the cost of living in the capital in the form of 
lives lost in previous floods. “God grant that the house-painters may never again be employed in 
so melancholy an office.”89 Twenty years after the events of November 1824, in the absence of 
another catastrophic flood, they had once again become routinized parts of daily life in the city. 
In 1846, Lady Bloomfield traveled to St. Petersburg with her husband, the longtime British 
ambassador to Russia. Asleep in the Winter Palace on the banks of the Neva late one night, she 
was awakened by the sounds of cannon fire. Afraid, she woke her sleeping husband. “Ack,” he 
exclaimed, “It’s nothing, just a flood.”90 However, Lady Bloomfield was not so easily assuaged. 
She remembered the stories of the 1824 deluge and panicked. Her husband was able to put her at 
ease after informing her that this particular signal signified only that the water was higher than 
normal.91 Although she does not mention Pushkin directly, Bloomfield almost certainly formed 
her impressions from reading The Bronze Horseman. “As my only idea of an inundation was the 
terrible one I had read of in the year 1826 [sic], I was much alarmed,” she recalled.92 The granite 
quays, she noted are “very fine, but partly from the bad foundation and partly from the action of 
the frost, the stones shift and are not exactly in place.”93 Flood data show that between 1800 and 
1824, there were only four significant floods in St. Petersburg. In the twenty-two years between 
1824 and until Bloomfield’s 1846 visit, the river reached a “dangerous flood” level fourteen 
times.94 The river did not reach that level at all between 1844 and 1846. Floods, then, were under-
stood as a necessary condition for living and governing from St. Petersburg. Essentially, the 
government decided that a certain amount of death was acceptable in the face of nature when the 
costs of prevention were too high. Authorities could never completely eradicate the flood threat 
to the city, but the city was never drowned either.

Conclusion

An examination of the 1824 flood reveals a state narrative of autocratic paternal care of its sub-
jects in the aftermath of disaster. The state staked its legitimacy on its ability to manage nature, 
and so long as the regime controlled the narrative that floods were natural occurrences punctu-
ated by periodic tragedy, it implied, or created the possibility of, actual control over the city’s 
natural environment. The state’s primary flood control solution, raising the city, was slow and 
painstaking. Throughout the remainder of the imperial regime, there would not be another cata-
strophic flood comparable to that of 1824. As such, the 1824 flood demonstrates the limits of a 
key pillar of autocratic policy—to manage and control nature in the Russian Empire—in its own 
imperial center. Looking at the flood as a transitional event shows that the state was, for once, 
forward looking. The state responded in concrete ways, to distribute aid, take stock of the dam-
age, and solicit solutions for the future. State officials believed that if they could understand what 
happened they could, perhaps, control flooding in the future and prevent substantive loss of life 
but chose instead to maintain and extend granite embankments. At the same time, the imperial 
court cultivated a sense of collective suffering that fitted well with the Romantic mysticism of 
Alexander, in contrast to the enlightened rationalism he brought to the throne in 1801. The inter-
play of romanticism and modernity led many writers to conclude that nature would one day 
overtake the city, reversing human intervention in releasing the river from its granite straitjacket. 
What started as a project to integrate an imperial façade with a natural environment, yoking it to 
autocratic rule, became a symbol of both empire and modernity.95 Yet, in becoming modern, 
authorities, who continued to project conquest, did not actually seek to conquer, but to maintain 
and negotiate with the watered environment. Ultimately the state did not conquer nature so much 
as move up, and away, from it.
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